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2013 - hannah marie wormington: woman, myth, legend - north america (wormington 1939b),
prehistoric indians of the southwest (wormington 1947), and the story of pueblo pottery (wormington and neal
1951), ran through multiple editions and became standard textbooks in hannah marie wormington cynthia
irwin-williams - wormington was a museum-based archaeologist who, while lacking direct access to students,
nevertheless enjoyed great success in making archaeology acces- sible to the masses through exhibitions ...
great fireball 26 july 1938 - scienceiencemag - (am. museum nat. hist. anthropol. paper no. 32 (1930), pt.
l. 55. e. m. shook, in the civilizationis of anzcientt america (vol. 1 of selected papers of the handout 1
annotated bibliography & glossary plains village ... - [2/2012] handout 1 — colorado archaeology .
annotated bibliography & glossary. ahler, stanley a., and marvin kay (editors) 2007 plains village archaeology:
bison-hunting farmers in the central and selected bibliography - anthrosourceinelibrary.wiley prehistoric indians of the southwest. denver museum of natural history, popular series no. 7. 2nd ed. ancient
man in north america. denver museum of natural history, popular series no. 4. taylor, u’4i.ter w ren kate, h. f.
c. thompson, laur~ and alice joseph titiev, mischa whitman, william 1947 1941 1949 wormington, h. m. the
international african institute announces a recent puhlication in ... southwestern lore coloradoarchaeology - southwestern lore official publication, the colorado archaeological society vol. 60, no.
3, fall 1994 contents hannah marie wormington september 4, 1914-may 31, 1994 syracuse university art
galleries - for the southwest indians all things, plants and animals as well as inanimate objects, contain a
spirit. natural concre tions and other objects, whose forms suggested animals, were considered the most
powerfu i and the best fetishes. minimal carving was used to expose the image of the spirit residing within the
object. the fetish was thought to impart to its owner the qualities of the spirit ... utah historical quarterly
(volume 28, number 1, january 1960) - wormington, prehistoric indians of the southwest (denver, denver
museum of natural history, 1947); and for more about danger cave see jesse d. jennings, danger cave
(anthropological papers no. 27, university of utah press, 1957). document resume - filesic.ed - the glossary
on page 130 is reprinted by permission from prehistoric indians of the southwest by h. m. wormington,
copyright 1961, the denver museum of natural history. a selected bibliography - legacy.historycolorado the indians of the pike's peak region: including an account of the battle of sand creek, and of occurrences in el
paso county, colorado, during the war with the cheyennes and arapahoes, in 1864 and 1868. veen 1540 and
17s3 by a thesis in history - dspace - ^hannah marie wormington, prehistoric indians of the southwest,
colorado museum of natural history, popular series, no. 7 (denver: colorado museum of natural history, 1947),
off 84 goomull - filesic.ed - papago & pima indians of arizona by ruth underhill. copyright 1979 by the filter
press. the passage on page 87 is from prehistoric. indians of the southwest by h. m. wormington, mummies
and mummification practices in the southern and ... - shredded juniper bark (wormington 1973). one of
the most unusual mummies recovered from the american southwest is a young pueblo child approximately
three years of age. museum property handbook (411 dm volume ii) appendix h ... - museum property
handbook (411 dm volume ii) appendix h release date: h:5 new wormington, h. m. 1961 "prehistoric indians of
the southwest." 5th ed.
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